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Parents guide spring breakers

One of the 50 Coolest Websites... they simply tell it like it is – TIME Spring Breakers | 2013 | R | - 8.7.10 Four young women do whatever it takes to get to Florida for spring break, including robbing a diner. When they get to Florida and partying begins, they are arrested for tearing up a hotel, but they are rescued by a local hustler and drug dealer (James
Franco) who convinces them to help him with some of his systems. Also with Selena Gomez, Ashley Benson, Vanessa Hudgens and Rachel Korine. Directed by Harmony Korine. [1:34] SEX/NUDITY 8 - One man and two young women have sex in a swimming pool: we all see them kissing, the man throws at one of the young women she holds and kisses
the other young woman and we see them all naked under water (naked buttocks, breasts and breasts are visible). A woman appears offensive ly on top by a man who tells her he likes it (we see her bare breasts, buttocks and abdomen and his bare breasts) while another woman licks her toes (we see her bare breasts, buttocks and abdomen and back). ►
Two women shower and wash each other while a man looks at them (we see their naked breasts, abdomen, buttocks and legs). A young man snorts a drug of a young woman's very low abdomen (near her genitalarea). Two young women kiss a man's nipples (we see some of the naked buttocks of one of the young women). ► A young woman, completely
naked, takes a shower and we see her bare back, buttocks, legs, abdomen and breasts. We see many scenes of young men and young women in different stages of undressing dancing on the beach and drinking heavily: bare breasts appear repeatedly (a woman's naked breasts appear in extreme close-ups while others pour beer over them) along with
partially naked buttocks covered in skimpy bikinis and men's bare breasts and abdomen. A young man snorts a drug of a young woman's very low abdomen (near her clad genitals) and then licks her naked breasts (we see breasts and nipple piercings). ► A young man makes a note about wanting to have sex with a young woman (she is drunk and lying on
the floor wearing a bikini); The young woman pulls up her bikini top to reveal her bare breasts and teases the young man saying they won't have sex. Two young women kissing lying on the floor (we see the naked back of one of the young women as the other wraps her legs around her hip). Young men and young women at a party are shown kissing
passionately. A young man and a young woman kiss. Several young women smoke something and blow the smoke into each other's mouth and they come close enough that they almost kiss. Young women kiss in several scenes. A man and a young woman kiss tenderly while another young woman looks on and then kisses the man too. ► Young men are
shown wearing jockstraps during a couple of parties (we see bare bones, abdomen and the contours of their genitals). Young women are wear shorts, skirts and tank tops that reveal cleavage, bare legs and abdomens in several scenes; in one scene, two young women remove their shorts and we see them wearing panties while singing a song about taking
off their clothes. A young woman's low hanging pants reveal her bare buttock cleavage and top of her buttocks. A young woman wears shorts that reveal her bare legs. A young woman is shown sleeping while wearing lace panties. Several women wear G-strings and their naked buttocks are seen as they dance in a club and as young women stuff the
ribbons with money. A woman uses a narrow ribbon to try to cover her genitalarea and pubic hair (we can still see). Young women wear low-cut dresses and tops that reveal cleavage in many scenes throughout the move. Young women wear bikinis for a longer scene when they are arrested and held in jail and then appear before a judge. ► Young men
hold open beer bottles and cans on their clothed crotch and pour beer into the mouths of young women lying on the ground. Several young women wearing bikinis sit on sand with their legs apart and eat Popsicles suggestively. Young men and young women drink and dance suggestively on a bus. Many young men and young women drink and dance while
standing around a pool, with some people lined up on balconies overlooking the pool. Several young women hug and kiss and play with each other's hair in several scenes throughout the film. ► A man caress the faces of three young women and remarks about their beauty and how happy he is; he then kisses the forehead of a young woman. A man slurs a
young woman's face and lips while telling her that he really likes her (she storms away). ► A young woman draws a heart with the words, I want the penis in it and then kiss it; another girl draws a line drawing of a penis and pantomimes perform oral sex on it. A man asks four young women about performing sexual acts on each other and whether they are
experimenting. A man talks about twin men who share their women and who double penetration. A license plate reads BALLR. the review continues below... VIOLENCE/GORE 7 - A man is shot in the head and falls to the ground; two young women shoot the man who shot him and then many other gunmen approach and open fire, the young women shoot
down many of the men and we later see them lying in pools of blood with bloody gunshot wounds. A man is shot in the head and his head falls backwards (We see the bloody gunshot wound later). ► A man shoots at a car as it pulls away and a young woman inside is hit in the arm (we see blood); Later a man removes the bullet and we see the bullet, blood
and bullet hole. Three young women put on ski masks and they drive to a diner where one remains in the car while we see from the outside the other two inside threatening patrons and and steal money (one swings a sledgehammer and breaks furniture while the other carries a toy gun); we later see the robbery scene again from inside the restaurant. ► A
man is shown with bloodstained hands and he holds the weapon. Two young women point guns at a man's face; He tries to talk his way out of it, they put the guns in his mouth, one young woman asks the other, Shall we kill him? and the man starts forcing the gun in and out of his mouth. A man holds a gun in a pose. A man shows off all the weapons,
weapons and money he has. Three young women dance while holding their gun choices. ► Three men are attacked in his hotel room, a man is hit in the face with a pistol grip (blood spatter and drops on the ground) and we then see the three men hogtied and lying on the bed. Three young women re-assume a robbery and yell at one of the young women
who tells her to get on her knees; she lies on the ground while the other two hold their hands in the form of weapons against her head and shout obscenities at her. A young woman makes a gun shape with her hand and points it on her head in some scenes, pretending to shoot herself. Four young women are arrested and shown in front of a judge after
spending a night in jail. ► Many young men and young women drink and smoke and dance in a hotel room and they tear up the furniture and room until we see the police arrive and arrest several of them. Three young women stand near a car engulfed in flames. ► A man sings a song about killing his best friend. A man talks about wanting to be bad when
he was a young boy and that he likes to do the wrong thing. People make fun of a young woman when it comes to faith and praying. A man talks about sharks lurking in the water. One man says: All his brothers and sisters are dead. A professor talks about the Civil War. ► Four young women urinate while wearing bikinis and squatting on a sidewalk (we see
the urine). the review continues below... LANGUAGE 10 – About 102 F-words and its derivatives, 8 sexual references, 24 obscene hand gestures, 37 scatological terms, 6 anatomical terms, 21 mild obscenities, 9 derogatory terms for African Americans, name-calling (Satan, scardy pants, demon blood, weird, scum, gangster, stupid, hustler, killer, bass-
head), exclamation (shut up), 4 religious profanity, 4 religious exclamations. the review continues below... Drug addiction – A young woman smokes marijuana from a bong in several scenes, someone in the background of a scene says I'm so [expletive off] high, a young man smokes something from between a baby doll's legs, several young women smoke
something and blow the smoke into each other's mouths, several young women snort a white powder, a man and a young woman smoke a drug after he removes a bullet from her arm , Four young women smoke marijuana on a beach, people are shown snorting drugs by a young abdomen, a young man snorting a drug of a young woman's abdomen, two
men are shown cutting and packaging drugs in some scenes, several people are shown smoking on a couch while a man talks to a young woman, many people sing a song about drugs, and a man talks about smoke some grass. Many scenes show young men and young women guzzling beer from a funnel and a tube, many scenes show young men and
young women drinking and dancing on the beach, a scene showing a woman's naked breasts soaking with beer, many scenes showing young men and young women holding drinks and drinking from them, a young woman drinking alcohol and beer from a squirt gun, a young woman drinking from a bottle of whiskey, and a young woman drinking from a
bottle wrapped in a brown bag. Two women and a young woman smoke cigarettes, young women smoke cigarettes in many scenes, young women smoke cigarettes in several scenes, one man smokes in several scenes, and three young women smoke. the review continues below... TOPICS OF DISCUSSION – Spring break, temptation, underage drinking,
drug use, robbery, finding yourself, being unhappy, fear, faith, greed, being a good person. MESSAGE - Succumbing to temptation can lead to disaster. Be aware that while we do our best to avoid spoilers it is impossible to hide all the details and some can reveal crucial plot elements. We've been through several editorial changes since we started covering
movies in 1992 and older reviews aren't as complete &amp; accurate as the latest ones; we plan to review and correct older reviews as resources and time allows. Our ratings and reviews are based on the theatrically released versions of movies; on video there are often Unrated, Special, Director's Cut or Extended versions, (usually exactly labeled but
sometimes mislabeled) released that contain additional content, which we do not review. We are a completely independent website with no links to political, religious or other groups &amp; we neither solicit nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Join our premium site for just $2/month &amp; access advance
reviews, with no ads, not a single one, ever. And you will help support our website &amp; our efforts. We welcome suggestions &amp; criticisms – and we accept compliments as well. While we read all the emails &amp; try to reply, we don't always manage to do so; be sure that we will not share your email address. We are a completely independent website
with no links to political, religious or other groups &amp; we neither solicit nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Join our premium site for just $2/month &amp; access advance reviews, with no ads, not a single one, ever. And you will help support our website &amp; our We welcome suggestions &amp;
criticisms – and we will receive compliments as well. While we read all &amp; try to answer we do not always manage to do so; be sure that we will not share your email address. Address.
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